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Hello everyone, thank you for downloading Catalogue 24. 
 
I just finished reading a book I wish I had read years ago.  Then again, perhaps it would not have 
resonated with me as it does at this stage of my life.  
 
The book is called The War of Art by Steven Pressfield.  In a nutshell the author dissects the 
inner barriers to own personal creativity.   We are all born with our own unique genius.  
"Resistance" as he writes, lies between the life we live and the unlived life within us.  
 
The warrior and the artist live by the same code of necessity, which dictates that the battle with 
resistance must be fought anew every day.  And it's this commitment that marks the difference 
in successful people.    
 
I've touched upon this subject in my 7 Points to Consider when Choosing Your Japanese Sword 
article – whereby it’s the personal commitment that I admire in my clients regardless of their 
chosen profession.   
 
Whether you are a pilot, a physician, an entrepreneur, an artist, or a member of the Armed 
Forces, the Japanese sword stands for the unwavering commitment towards personal growth 
and our responsibility to adding positive value in this world.   
 
The Japanese sword is a symbol of a warrior.  To overcome resistance.  To become a professional. 
To love.  To serve.  To be committed.  To make this world a better place for our children.  
 
Good swords are made by smiths who were passionate about their work work.   There is an 
energy with them as there is an energy burning within us.  A quality Japanese sword ignites a 
fire within our very core and becomes an inspirational piece of history that spurs us on.   
 
Modern-day warriors understand this and will fight resistance to the end.  I'm going to do this or 
die trying.  If you want a book about Japanese sword, read this book.  May the ongoing battle 
towards positive personal and community growth continue in your life. 
 
I'm incredibly proud of this catalogue.  We have nine swords from almost every major era of 
Japanese sword making.  From a beautiful tachi from the golden Kamakura period, to the 
fighting Nambokucho and Late Muromachi periods to the Momoyama renaissance.  There are 
also swords from the early Shinto period, the Shinshinto (Late Edo period), and even a brilliant 
gendaito from 1974. A number of introductory videos were made showcasing the swords, enjoy! 
 
Thank you to all who have joined our VIP email list and to the many who claimed swords in 
Tokyo via a private meeting.  Contact us at service@uniquejapan.com for all inquiries. 
 
Feel the history and create your history.   
 
Warm regards,      

                      
 
 
Pablo Kuntz   
March 2016                                    

 
A Nio School Tachi, Kamakura Period (ujka200) 
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Index of Japanese Swords & Fittings 
  
ITEM#   SWORDSMITH & TYPE CM  CERTIFICATE  ERA / PERIOD   PRICE 
ujka135  A MORITSUGU KATANA 66.4 Tokubetsu Hozon Kanbun (1661-1673) SOLD 
ujwa187 A HIROFUSA WAKIZASHI 40.5 Koshu Toku Kicho New Year’s Day 1858 SOLD 
ujka180  A MINAMOTO JUO KATANA 72.5 NTHK Kanteisho July 1974  SOLD 
ujwa191 A YOSHIMICHI WAKIZASHI 41.1 Tokubetsu Hozon Genroku (1688-1704)    SOLD 
ujka123  A DAIMICHI KATANA 74.5 Tokubetsu Kicho Momoyama (~1596) SOLD  
ujka192  A KO-UDA KATANA  70.9 Tokubetsu Hozon Genroku (1688-1704)    SOLD 
ujwa198 A KANEFUSA WAKIZASHI 59.3 Tokubetsu Kicho x 2 Tensho (1573-1592)    SOLD 
ujka198  A TSUGUHIRO KATANA 79.5 Tokubetsu Hozon February 7, 1666    SOLD 
ujka200  A NIO SCHOOL KATANA 74.3 NBTHK Juyo Token Kamakura (1329~1331) SOLD  
 

ALL PRICES ARE IN US DOLLARS 
 

To access previously sold swords in Catalogue 23, please copy and paste this link: 
http://tinyurl.com/uj-catalogue-23-sold 

 
 

 
To online visitors around the world… 
 

Welcome!  We completely respect the fact it takes a huge leap 
of personal faith in us to commit to a particular sword(s) 
given the reliance on photos and descriptions for such a 
highly valued item. 
 
It is our promise to address all your questions to the best of 
our ability.  It’s important to us that you feel completely 
confident that the sword you choose (and chooses you) is 
destined for your family to cherish and preserve. 
 
Please take reassurance that all swords from Unique Japan are 
guaranteed authentic and come with a 3-day worry free 
inspection period upon arrival to your home. 
 
We acquire swords on a regular basis and can source swords 
for collectors seeking a specific smith and/or school.   
 
Please inquire about our latest arrivals that may not be listed 
in the catalogue. 
 
Domo arigato! 
Pablo 
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Currently  
available swords  
 
The following pages contain descriptions of authentic 
and certified Japanese swords that are currently available 
for ownership or on hold.   
 
Please contact us at service@uniquejapan.com to for 
further images and information into swords of interest.   
 
All swords are offered on a first come, first served basis.   
 
Even if a sword is listed as being “on hold”, be sure to 
register your interest as it may come available. 
 
Descriptions and availability are subject to change 
without notice.  
 
Thank you! 
 

 
 
 

 
Pablo Kuntz 
Founder, Unique Japan 

 
service@uniquejapan.com 
+44 7954 102 277 (mobile, on british time) 
 
 
 
 

 
Photos taken by Eric Bossick for Unique Japan.   
All rights reserved. 
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item# ujka135         

 

A CHIKUZEN MORITSUGU KATANA 
signed, edo period, enpo era (1673-1681) 
 
Swordsmith: Chikuzen no Kuni Fukuoka Ju MORITSUGU 
Location:  Chikuzen province (Fukuoka city) 
Length:  66.45cm Curvature: 1.2cm        Moto-haba: 3.0cm   
Jihada:  Ko-Itame (tight wood grain pattern) with shirake utsuri 
Hamon:   Gunome choji midare (wavy temper line with clove blossom pattern) 
Nakago:   Ubu nakago 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (A Sword Especially Worthy of Preservation 
by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate x 3: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (A tsuba, fuchi-kashira, and menuki, all designated 
as Authentic by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Fujishiro:   Jo-saku (a superior swordsmith) 
Included:   Custom koshirae, shirasaya with sayagaki, carry bags, sword stand, 
maintenance kit, DVD, booklet, printed description, export permit from Japan 
 

SOLD 
 
This gorgeous katana is the work of one of the finest smiths working in the Bizen tradition 
during the early Edo period, Chikuzen Moritsugu.  Moritsugu is the cousin of founder of the 
Fukuoka Ishido ̄ school, Koretsugu, who studied under Ishido Korekazu.  A recently 
completed custom koshirae that pays tribute to the glory of rice - complete with three 
certified Edo-period fittings. The sword itself is certified NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon.   
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item# ujwa187          
 

A HIROFUSA WAKIZASHI 
signed & dated, ansei 5-nen (new year’s day 1858) 
 
Swordsmith: Seshu Kuwana Ju Sanpon Gimeisai HIROFUSA  
Structure:  Kamuri otoshi zukuri with naginata hi (groove) 
Measurements: Length: 40.5cm    Curvature: 1.0cm         Moto-haba: 3.0cm  
Jihada:  Itame (wood grain pattern), nereru 
Hamon:   Choji midare habuchi shimari kokoro hachu ni ashi 
Nakago:   Ubu nakago, o-sujikai (big acutely slanted file marks) 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Koshu Tokubetsu Kicho (a sword designated as Extraordinarily 
Precious by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Yushusaku (a sword designated as Highly Excellent by the 
Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Certificate #3, 4: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a tsuba and koshirae designated as Authentic by 
the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Publication:  Sword is published on pg 353 of Nihonto Zuikan: Shinto by Kataoka 
Included:   Custom koshirae, shirasaya with sayagaki, carry bags, sword stand, 
maintenance kit, DVD, booklet, printed description, export permit from Japan 
 

SOLD 
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Shinshinto period swordsmith Gimeisai Hirofusa was a working resident of the Kuwana domain 
(fief) in Ise province, modern-day Mie prefecture in the mid-1800s.  According to Fujishiro’s 
Nihon Shinto Jiten he was called Mishina Hanbei and also lived in Iga province. 
 
His talents were primarily served in the reproduction of masterpieces of the past, particularly 
forging in the Bizen tradition.   
 
Signed swords by Hirofusa are rare, making this piece such an interesting find.  This wakizashi, 
dated New Year’s Day 1858, is surely one of Hirofusa’s greatest accomplishments - a work of 
extraordinary skill.  Her powerful construction is called kanmuri otoshi (bevels along the spine) 
and carries a beautifully constructed naginata groove.  The kissaki is a massive 6.3cm long. 

 
The hamon is a classic Bizen koshibiraki choji midare that literally 
jumps off the blade.  This very sword has gained many well-
deserved accolades.  
 
First, it is published in the prestigious Nihonto Zuikan Shinto book 
by Kataoka (left). Secondly, it achieved NBTHK’s Koshu 
Tokubetsu Kicho Token (Extraordinarily Precious certificate) and 
just last December attained Yushusaku (Highly Excellent), the top 
certificate at the NTHK-NPO. 
 
An elegant custom-made koshirae was built for the sword that 
carries a positive and persevering “never give up” message.  It’s a 
gem of a sword with immense personality that will light up any 
room, anywhere. Enjoy. 
 

 
 
Please watch presentation video here: http://tinyurl.com/ujwa187-hirofusa 
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item# ujka180         

 

A MINAMOTO JUOU KATANA 
signed & dated, showa 49-nen, 7-gatsu (July 1974) 
 
Swordsmith: Minamoto JUOU 
Measurements: Length: 72.5cm  Curvature: 3.06cm  Moto-haba: 3.1cm  
Jihada:  Itame (wood grain pattern) 
Hamon:   Notare ni ko-choji komidare ashi nagaku (freshly polished) 
Nakago:   Ubu nakago 
Certificate x 3: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a sword, tsuba and koshirae all designated as 
Authentic by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Included:   Edo-period koshirae, shirasaya, carry bags, sword stand, maintenance 
kit, DVD, booklet, printed description, export permit from Japan 
 

SOLD 
 
Behold a freshly polished and striking gendaito (modern katana) by swordsmith Minamoto Juou 
dated to July, 1974.  Juou is a descendent of grandmaster swordsmith Taikei Naotane and known 
as 3rd generation Naohiro.  The sword’s majestic shape was influenced by the works of the 
Nambokucho period (14th century).  An o-kissaki (large tip) and bo-hi (groove) captures attention. 
 
This sword is complemented with a handsome koshirae, equipped with Edo-period fittings. The 
highly collectible tsuba (guard) is certified as being crafted by the Jingo family of Higo province.   
Note all the wonderful hataraki (activity) in the hamon.  A healthy sword with a vigorous spirit. 
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item# ujwa191         

 

A TANBA YOSHIMICHI WAKIZASHI 
signed, edo period (genroku era: 1688-1704) 
 
Swordsmith: Tanba no Kami YOSHIMICHI  (3rd generation Osaka branch) 
Location:  Settsu province (Osaka prefecture) 
Measurements: Length: 41.1cm    Curvature: 0.6cm Moto-haba: 2.8cm  
Jihada:  Itame (wood grain pattern), nereru 
Hamon:   Yakidaka and wonderful sudare-ba (bamboo blind) in sashikomi polish 
Nakago:   Ubu nakago, o-sujikai (acutely slanted file marks) 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Conservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Yushusaku (a sword designated as Highly Excellent by the 
Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Certificate #3, 4: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a tsuba and koshirae designated as Authentic by 
the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Included:   Edo-period koshirae, carry bags, sword stand, maintenance kit, DVD, 
booklet, printed description, export permit from Japan 
 

SOLD 
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Certain swords exude an air of sophistication and elegance; this is one such sword. 
 
One of the most pleasing hamon forms is the sudare-ba.  It is a temper line that was pioneered by 
Tanba no Kami Yoshimichi in the early 1600s in Kyoto, and faithfully reproduced by the family 
for several generations.   
 
Sudare is a bamboo curtain, and the unique rolling multi-layered pattern is said to resemble it. 
 
This pleasing wakizashi was crafted by the third generation Yoshimichi from Settsu province, 
modern-day Osaka.  He is ranked as Chujo-saku, an above average swordsmith by Fujishiro. 
 
Of notable mention is the fact the blade has been polished in traditional sashikomi.  This type of 
polish gives the blade a more natural appearance. When the sword is placed under the light, the 
sudare-ba hamon gleams in a kind of playful dance.   
 
The blade has been certified NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon and recently achieved the prestigious 
certificate NTHK-NPO Yushusaku (a highly excellent sword).  
 
A refined set of matching Edo-period koshirae has protected this sword for well over 150 years.  
It feels as if the sword has been frozen in time since the 1800s.  Surely this piece was once part of 
a Samurai daisho.  Both the koshirae and the beautiful tsuba from the notable Nara School have 
been certified Kanteisho by the NTHK-NPO.    
 
A kozuka (utility knife) with a dragon design fits neatly into the saya (scabbard).  Rather cleverly, 
Yoshimichi has depicted the moon and the sun on either side of the kissaki (tip) reminding us that 
we all twirl together in this vast universe we call home.  
 

 
 
Please watch presentation video here: http://tinyurl.com/ujwa191-yoshimichi 
 
  









NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon 
Certificate of Designation 

A sword designated as Especially Worthy of Conservation 
by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword

Issued in the 27th year of Heisei (2015), August 17th

One, Wakizashi

Mei (signature)
Tanba no Kami Yoshimichi (Osaka)

Nagasa (length)
1-shaku 3-sun 5-bu (41.1cm)

Nihon Bijutsu Token Hozon Kyokai
(NBTHK)
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item# ujka123        
 

A DAIMICHI (DAIDO) KATANA 
signed, momoyama period (keicho era: 1596-1615)  
 
Swordsmith: Daimichi (two-character signature) 
Location:  Mino province (Gifu prefecture) 
Measurements: Length: 74.5cm Curvature: 1.2cm    Moto-haba: 2.8cm  
Jihada:  Itame (wood grain pattern) 
Hamon:   Gunome yakidashi firing into a long suguha 
Nakago:   Ubu nakago 
Certificate:  NBTHK Tokubetsu Kicho (a sword designated as Especially Precious by 
the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Fujishiro:  Jo-saku (a superior swordsmith) 
Sayagaki:  Dr. Sato Kanzan 
Included:   Shirasaya with sayagaki, carry bag, sword stand, maintenance kit, 
DVD, booklet, printed description.  Blade is currently in QLD, Australia. 
 

SOLD 
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This is a katana that has stories to tell.  Signed with a strong two-character signature, Daimichi 
(or Daido), meaning “big path/way”, this is long blade that was crafted during the turbulent 
Azuchi Momoyama Period – a 30-year transitional pivot point towards the long and relatively 
peaceful Edo Period.  Daimichi also signed Minamoto Mutsu no Kami Daimichi. 
 
The cutting edge is 74.5cm with ubu nakago (original length) and a curvature of 1.2cm, typical of 
the time period.  It features a remarkable hamon that begins with a wavy gunome yakidashi and 
then shoots up to the sky in a suguha (straight) fashion.  This unique rising temper element in the 
habaki area is referred to as koshiba and the Mino yakidashi. 
 
This is a sword with plenty of character.  On the spine of the blade there are numerous kirikomi 
(prized battle scars) from coming into contact with other blades in combat.  As a matter of respect 
and common practice, sword polishers never remove kirikomi.  Surely this peace maker has seen 
plenty of action in the past.  
 
The sword was given a significant restoration polish in the 20th century.  The integrity of the 
steel and clear hamon remain strong and vibrant.  Fujishiro in the famous Nihon Shinto Jiten book 
of swordsmiths ranks Daimichi as a Jo-saku (superior smith).   
 
The sword is accompanied with a vintage NBTHK Tokubetsu Kicho Token certificate of 
authenticity and certified by Dr. Sato Kanzan as the shirasaya has his sayagaki from the 1960s. 
 
There is a fascinating theory that Daimichi and Seki Kanemichi, founder of the great Mishina 
School in Kyoto are the same swordsmith.  It is said that in 1603, the Emperor gave Seki 
Kanemichi the character大 (Dai), thus changing his signature to Daimichi (大道).  
 
This sword is currently in QLD, Australia.  Shipment can be made to a new caretaker in 
Australia would be ideal although the blade is willing to hit the road for a new adventure.  
 

 





NBTHK Tokubetsu Kicho 
Certificate of Designation 

A sword designated as Especially Precious 
by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword

Issued in the 36th year of Showa (1961), November 5th

One, Katana

Mei (signature)
Daimichi

Nagasa (length)
2-shaku 4-sun 5-bu (74.2cm)

Nihon Bijutsu Token Hozon Kyokai
(NBTHK)
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item# ujka192         

 

A KO-UDA SCHOOL / TAMETSUGU KATANA 
unsigned, nambokucho period (oan era 1368~1375) 
 
Swordsmith: Ko-Uda School / Etchu TAMETSUGU 
Location:  Etchu province (Toyama prefecture) 
Length:   70.9cm  
Curvature:   2.0cm         
Moto-Haba:  3.0cm   
Jihada:  O-hada with traces of masame hada 
Hamon:   Notare gunome with brilliant nie structures, plentiful sunagashi 
Nakago:   O-suriage, four holes in nakago 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #2: NBTHK Tokubetsu Kicho (a sword designated as Especially Precious by 
the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #3-5: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a tsuba, fuchi-kashira and koshirae designated as 
Authentic by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Fujishiro:  Jo-saku (Tametsugu is ranked as a superior swordsmith) 
Included:   Edo-period handachi koshirae, shirasaya, carry bags, sword stand, 
maintenance kit, DVD, booklet, printed description, export permit from Japan 
 

SOLD 
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This is a powerful katana crafted in Etchu province during the stormy Nambokucho Period, circa 
mid-14th century (650 years ago). Etchu is on the northern coast of Honshu, the main island of 
Japan, and overlooks the Sea of Japan.   
 
The NBTHK has reviewed this sword twice.  The original NBTHK Tokubetsu Kicho certificate 
from 1969 attributes the blade to Etchu Tametsugu, the son of one of the most important 
swordsmiths in Japan’s history Go Yoshihiro.  Go Yoshihiro is considered the finest of the 
Juttetsu (ten great students) that studied under Masamune. 
 
Tametsugu was an excellent smith with dozens of swords attributed to him that have achieved 
NBTHK Juyo Token certification. Upon the death of his father, he joined the Go Norishige 
School and worked with master Norishige.  Tametsugu learned well from both “Go”s producing 
swords with plentiful Soshu tradition driven hataraki, abundant nie structures, sunagashi, chikei, 
kinsuji that this sword absolutely enjoys. 
 
The NBTHK further reviewed the sword in 2014 and attributed the blade to the Ko-Uda School, 
also of Etchu province.  Kunimitsu is considered the founder, originally from the Uda district of 
Yamato Province circa 1317 at the end of the Kamakura Era.   
 
As remaining works by Kunimitsu are non-existent, his students, Kunifusa and Kunimune, both 
said to be students of Go Norishige School, are thought to be the true founders of this school.   
 
This is a terrific sword with boundless personality and history.  The workmanship is a gleaming 
mixture of Soshu, Yamato and Bizen traditions all working in harmony. Every time one picks up 
a katana of this age and character, something new in the steel hits the eye of the beholder.  
 
A very attractive Edo-period handachi koshirae further compliments the sword.  The fittings 
include a splendid 400-year-old Heianjo School tsuba from the Muromachi period and an aoigai 
(mother-of-pearl) lacquered saya (scabbard), both with NTHK-NPO Kanteisho certification.   
 
Five certificates of authenticity in total accompany the sword. 
  

 
 
Please watch an introduction video here: http://tinyurl.com/ujka192-ko-uda 
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item# ujwa198         
 

A NOSHU KANEFUSA WAKIZASHI 
signed, late muromachi period (tensho era: 1573-1592)  
 
Swordsmith: Noshu Seki Ju KANEFUSA 
Measurements: Length: 59.3cm    Curvature: 2.1cm Moto-haba: 2.9cm 
Jihada:  Mokume (burl wood grain pattern) 
Hamon:   Togari gunome midare  
Nakago:   Suriage (slightly shortened) 
Certificate x 2: NBTHK Tokubetsu Kicho (a sword and koshirae both designated as 
Especially Precious by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Included:   Edo-period koshirae, shirasaya, carry bags, sword stand, maintenance 
kit, DVD, booklet, printed description. Sword is currently in the UK. 
 

SOLD 
 
This is superb one-handed fighting sword (known as katate-uchi) by Mino swordsmith Kanefusa 
from the very end of the Muromachi Period - crafted about 425 years ago.  It was once a katana 
and shortened at some point in its life to slightly over 59cm thus technically becoming an o-
wakizashi (long wakizashi).  It carries all the desired hallmarks of the Mino tradition. 
 
The sword is housed in a handsome uchigatana koshirae from the Edo period with an attractive 
horse theme.  Both the blade and koshirae have been certified with vintage NBTHK Tokubetsu 
Kicho papers.  The sword is consignment in the UK.     
 
A 15-minute introduction video can be accessed here: http://tinyurl.com/ujwa198-kanefusa 
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item# ujka198         

 

A TSUGUHIRO TAMESHIGIRI KATANA 
signed & dated, edo period (february 7th, 1666) 
cutting test: ichi no do [ochiru] 
 
Swordsmith: Echizen Ju Shimosaka TSUGUHIRO (1st generation) 
Measurements: Length: 79.5cm Curvature: 2.0cm        Moto-Haba: 3.3cm   
Jihada:  Itame (wood grain pattern) 
Hamon:   Gunome midare (random wavy temper line pattern) 
Nakago:   Ubu nakago 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Conservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #2, 3: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a tsuba and koshirae designated as Authentic by 
the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Included:   Shirasaya, koshirae, carry bags, sword stand, maintenance kit, DVD, 
booklet, printed description, export permit from Japan 
 

SOLD   
This incredible katana by Wazamono swordsmith Omi no Kami 
Tsuguhiro of the Yasutsugu School has Tameshigiri (a certified test cut) 
whereby the sword severed cleanly through a cross-section of a human 
body just below the armpit area.  This cutting test is called Ichi no Do. 
 
The sword has a remarkable 79.5cm length, housed in a handsome 
koshirae with a Choshu tsuba from the early Edo period.  Blade has 
deservedly attained NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon certification.  This is a 
big time Samurai sword, one of Tsuguhiro’s greatest achievements. 

               
          Watch presentation video here: http://tinyurl.com/ujka198-tsuguhiro 
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item# ujka200         
  

A NIO SCHOOL KATANA 

unsigned, late kamakura period (gentoku era: 1329-1331) 
 
Swordsmith: The Nio School (attribution) 
Location:  Suo province 
Length:  74.35cm (o-suriage)  
Curvature:   2.2cm         
Moto-haba:   2.9cm 
Saki-haba:   1.7cm 
Ko-Kissaki:  2.3cm 
Hamon:  Hoso suguha ko-gunome ko-ashi ko-nie tsuki nioi-guchi urumi gokoro 
Jihada:  Beautiful itame, with jinie and shirake utsuri 
Certificate #1: NBTHK 60th Juyo Token (a sword designated as Profound by the Society 
for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword.  Achieved in October 2014.) 
Certificate x 3: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a koshirae, tsuba and fuchi-kashira all designated 
as Authentic by the Non-Profit Japanese Sword Appraisal Association)  
Fujishiro:  Jo-saku (3rd gen. Kiyotsuna & Kiyohisa ranked as superior swordsmiths) 
Included:   Edo-period koshirae, shirasaya, carry bags, sword stand, maintenance 
kit, DVD, booklet, NBTHK magazine, printed description, export permit from Japan 
 

SOLD  
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It gives us great pleasure to introduce a very special katana from the Nio School.  The sword 
was crafted during the Late Kamakura Period, circa 1329.  It attained prestigious NBTHK 
Juyo Token Certification in October 2014. 
 
Words are hard to describe the aura this blade exudes.  There is a serenity and elegance to 
her shape and steel.  The sword is also fitted with a lovely set of Edo-period period koshirae. 
 
The Nio school (二王) of Suo province (modern-day Yamaguchi prefecture) were active 
between the Kamakura period through to the late Edo Period.  The founder of the school is 
said to be Kiyozane circa 1249, having travelled from Yamato or Chikuzen province.  His 
grandson, Kiyotsuna I is generally regarded as the founder of the school with a sword from 
circa 1265 that is registered as Juyo Bunkasai (Important Cultural Object), see image below. 
 

 

The origin of the school name has very 
interesting background stories.  It is said that a 
tachi by first generation Kiyotsuna cut a 
chain that locked the door of the Nio-do temple 
and helped to rescue Nio-son (a statue of Deva) 
from a raging fire. 
 
The NBTHK states on the Juyo white paper that 
the Nio name comes from the location in which 
they settled to called Niho.  Many spiritual 
temples are located in the area. 
 
Nio, meaning “Benevolvent Guardian Kings 
of Buddhism” was inscribed on the nakago of 
latter generation smiths of the school.  
 

A Nio statue, Todaiji Temple in Nara 
 
 

A Nio Tachi by 1st gen. Kiyotsuna, Juyo Bunkasai (~1265, Kamakura period).  Length: 80.8cm 
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“This katana holds all the fine qualities of the Nio School.   
It is an admirable sword with healthy jiba [steel].”  

 
 A Nio School Katana  

60th NBTHK Juyo Token Certificate 
 
 
The NBTHK highlighted this very sword in the December 2014 edition of their official 
monthly Token Bijitsu magazine.   Below is a translation of the article that provides a fine 
overview for this remarkable piece of Japanese history. 
 

This is a sword from the Nio school. There are a small number of 
Nio school swords crafted by Kiyotsuna and Kiyohisa from late 
Kamakura period. This sword carries a suguha hamon.   
 
It is hard to determine whether this sword was created by 
Kiyotsuna [3rd generation] or Kiyohisa. What is easy to saymis 
that this is Nio school sword. 
 
The sword’s features include; o-suriage, deep curvature, funbari, 
ko-kissaki, curvature at tip, indicating the sword is from the late 
Kamakura period.  
 
Nio school is similar to the Yamato tradition. There are swords 
from this time period with thick Kasane and high shinogi. This 
sword shows many Yamato tradition features that are standard 
width or narrower than standard width. The kitae (forging 
structure) is wavy. Hamon is suguha. Boshi is yakizume.  
 
Jiba also shows Yamato tradition qualities with shirake utsuri, 

changes in habuchi, and calm nie. Most importantly, nioiguchi is watery (urumu) so this easily leads 
to a conclusion that this is Nio.  
 
There were those who said this could be from the Rai school or Enju school. Ryokai especially, as he has 
a very similar style to Nio school.  However, this sword doesn’t have Rai hada nor does the boshi have 
a small round shape and curled back. If Enju, there would be niju-ba, shizumi gokoro nioiguchi, more 
round boshi and curled back. The nioi-guchi would have a less remarkable watery pattern.  
 
Parting notes  
This former Samurai tachi is a rare and valuable sword with a strong spiritual energy.  The 
next owner must ensure that is continues its inspiring journey in a faithful manner.  
 
The following pages provide a glimpse into the beauty of this masterpiece along with 
information on the fine koshirae.  Please contact me, Pablo, at service@uniquejapan.com for 
further information, photos and interest in ownership. Thank you. 
 
Please watch introduction video here: http://tinyurl.com/ujka200-nio-juyo 
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Arigato! 
 
Thank you for downloading our catalogue.  
We look forward to serving you.   
 
Please join our VIP mailing list to be informed of recently 
acquired swords.    
 
Email us at service@uniquejapan.com 
 

 
 
 

Never give up. 
Never, ever give up. 

 
 

uniquejapan.com 

 




